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The topological Tverberg theorem claims that for any continuous
map of the (q − 1)(d + 1)-simplex σ (d+1)(q−1) to Rd there are q
disjoint faces of σ (d+1)(q−1) such that their images have a non-
empty intersection. This has been proved for aﬃne maps, and if q
is a prime power, but not in general.
We extend the topological Tverberg theorem in the following way:
Pairs of vertices are forced to end up in different faces. This leads
to the concept of constraint graphs. In Tverberg’s theorem with
constraints, we come up with a list of constraints graphs for the
topological Tverberg theorem.
The proof is based on connectivity results of chessboard-type
complexes. Moreover, Tverberg’s theorem with constraints implies
new lower bounds for the number of Tverberg partitions. As
a consequence, we prove Sierksma’s conjecture for d = 2 and q = 3.
© 2008 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Helge Tverberg showed in 1966 that any (d + 1)(q − 1) + 1 points in Rd can be partitioned into
q subsets such that their convex hulls have a non-empty intersection. This has been generalized to
the following statement by Bárány et al. [1] for primes q, and by Özaydin [10] and Volovikov [12] for
prime powers q, using the equivariant method from topological combinatorics. The general case for
arbitrary q is open.
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Theorem 1. Let q 2 be a prime power, d 1. For every continuous map f : ‖σ (d+1)(q−1)‖ → Rd there are q
disjoint faces F1, F2, . . . , Fq in the standard (d + 1)(q − 1)-simplex σ (d+1)(q−1) such that their images under
f have a non-empty intersection.
The special case for aﬃne maps f is equivalent to the original statement of Tverberg. A partition
F1, F2, . . . , Fq as above is a Tverberg partition. A point in the non-empty intersection is a Tverberg point.
In 2005, Schöneborn and Ziegler [11, Theorem 5.8] showed that for primes p every continuous map
f : ‖σ 3p−3‖ → R2 has a Tverberg partition subject to the following type of constraints: Certain pairs
of points end up in different partition sets. In other words, there is a Tverberg partition that does not
use the edge connecting this pair of points.
To formalize this, let G be a subgraph of the 1-skeleton of σ (d+1)(q−1) , and f : σ (d+1)(q−1) → Rd be
a continuous map. Let E(G) be the set of edges of G . A Tverberg partition F1, F2, . . . , Fq ⊂ σ (d+1)(q−1)
of f is a Tverberg partition of f not using any edge of G if
|Fi ∩ e| 1 for all i ∈ [q] and all edges e ∈ E(G).
Their proof can easily be carried over to arbitrary dimension d 1, and to prime powers q so that
one obtains the following statement. A matching on a graph G is a set of edges of G such that no two
of them share a vertex in common.
Theorem 2. Let q > 2 be a prime power, and M amatching on the graph of σ (d+1)(q−1) . Then every continuous
map f : ‖σ (d+1)(q−1)‖ → Rd has a Tverberg partition F1, F2, . . . , Fq not using any edge from M.
Schöneborn and Ziegler use the more general concept of winding partitions. For the sake of simplicity,
we do not use this setting. However, all results in this paper also hold for winding partitions.
Theorem 2 was an important step for better understanding of Tverberg partitions: One can force
pairs of points to be in different partition sets of a Tverberg partition. Choose disjoint pairs of vertices
of σ (d+1)(q−1) , then this choice corresponds to a matching M in the 1-skeleton of σ (d+1)(q−1) . For any
map f , the endpoints of any edge in M end up in different partition sets due to Theorem 2.
We extend their result to a wider class of graphs based on the following approach.
Deﬁnition. A constraint graph C in σ (d+1)(q−1) is a subgraph of the graph of σ (d+1)(q−1) such that
every continuous map f : ‖σ (d+1)(q−1)‖ → Rd has a Tverberg partition of disjoint faces not using any
edge from C .
Theorem 2 implies that any matching in σ (d+1)(q−1) is a constraint graph for prime powers q.
Schöneborn and Ziegler [11] also come up with an example showing that the bipartite graph K1,q−1
is not a constraint graph for arbitrary q.
The alternating drawing of K3q−2 is shown in Fig. 1 for q = 4. If one deletes the ﬁrst q − 1 edges
incident to the right-most vertex, then one can check that there is no Tverberg partition. In Fig. 1, the
deleted edges are drawn in broken lines. Numbering the vertices from right to left with the natural
numbers in [3q − 2], the edges of the form (1,3q − 2− 2i), for 0 i  q − 2, are deleted.
The following theorem generalizes both Theorems 1 and 2. Moreover, it implies that K1,q−1 is a
minimal example for prime powers q: All subgraphs of K1,q−1 are constraint graphs.
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Theorem 3. Let q > 2 be a prime power. Then the following subgraphs of σ (d+1)(q−1) are constraint graphs:
(i) complete graphs Kl on l vertices for 2l < q + 2,
(ii) complete bipartite graphs K1,l for l < q − 1,
(iii) paths Pl on l + 1 vertices for l (d + 1)(q − 1) and q > 3,
(iv) cycles Cl on l vertices for l (d + 1)(q − 1) + 1 and q > 4, and
(v) arbitrary disjoint unions of graphs from (i)–(iv).
The family of constraint graphs is closed under taking subgraphs. It is thus a monotone graph
property. Theorem 3 serves us below to estimate the number of Tverberg points in the prime power
case. It is easy to see that K2 is not a constraint graph for q = 2.
Fig. 2 shows an example of a conﬁguration of 13 points in the plane together with a constraint
graph. Theorem 3 implies that there is a Tverberg partition into 5 blocks that does not use any of the
broken edges. In Fig. 2, there is for example the Tverberg partition {6,10}, {9,11}, {0,2,8}, {1,5,12},
{3,4,7} that does not use any of the broken edges.
The constraint graph Kl guarantees that all l points end up in l pairwise disjoint partition sets.
The constraint graph K1,l forces that the singular point in one shore of K1,l ends up in a different
partition set than all l points of the other shore.
1.1. On the number of Tverberg partitions
Tverberg’s theorem establishes the existence of at least one Tverberg partition. Vuc´ic´ and Živalje-
vic´ [13], and Hell [7] showed that there is at least
1
(q − 1)! ·
(
q
r + 1
) (d+1)(q−1)2 
many Tverberg partitions if q = pr is a prime power.
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arbitrary q.
Theorem 4. Let X be a set of (d + 1)(q − 1) + 1 points in general position in Rd, d  1. Then the following
properties hold for the number T (X) of Tverberg partitions:
(i) T (X) is even for q > d + 1.
(ii) T (X) (q − d)!
Sierksma conjectured in 1979 that the number of Tverberg partitions is at least ((q − 1)!)d . This
conjecture is unsettled, except for the trivial cases q = 2 or d = 1. Using Theorem 3 on Tverberg
partitions with constraints we can improve the lower bound for the aﬃne setting of Theorem 4 in
the prime power case.
Theorem 5. Let d 2, and q > 2 be a prime power. Then there is an integer constant cd,q  2 such that every
set X of (d + 1)(q − 1) + 1 points in general position in Rd has at least
min
{
(q − 1)!, cd,q(q − d)!
}
many Tverberg partitions. Moreover, the constant cd,q is monotonely increasing in q, and c2,3 = 4.
This settles Sierksma’s conjecture for a wide class of planar sets for q = 3. Using some more effort,
we entirely establish Sierksma’s conjecture for d = 2 and q = 3.
Theorem 6. Sierksma’s conjecture on the number of Tverberg partitions holds for q = 3 and d = 2.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 comes with a reminder of what is needed in the
subsequent sections. In Section 3, we prove Theorem 3. In Section 4, we obtain the connectivity
results for the chessboard-type complexes needed in Section 3. In Section 5, we prove Theorems 5
and 6.
2. Preliminaries
Let us prepare our tools from topological combinatorics, and start with some preliminaries to ﬁx
our notation, see also Matoušek’s textbook [9]. Let k  −1. A topological space X is k-connected if
for every l = −1,0,1, . . . ,k, each continuous map f : Sl → X can be extended to a continuous map
f¯ : Bl+1 → X . Here S−1 is interpreted as the empty set and B0 as a single point, so (−1)-connected
means non-empty. We write conn(X) for the maximal k such that X is k-connected. There is an
inequality for the connectivity of the join X ∗ Y for topological spaces X and Y which we use:
conn(X ∗ Y ) conn(X) + conn(Y ) + 2; (1)
see also [9, Section 4.4].
2.1. Deleted joins
The n-fold n-wise deleted join of a topological space X is
X∗nΔ := X∗n \
{
1
n
x1 ⊕ 1
n
x2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ 1
n
xn
∣∣∣ n of the xi ∈ X are equal
}
.
We remove the diagonal elements from the n-fold join X∗n .
For a simplicial complex K we deﬁne its n-fold pairwise deleted join as the following set of simplices:
K∗nΔ(2) :=
{
F1 unionmulti F2 unionmulti · · · unionmulti Fn ∈ K∗n
∣∣ F1, F2, . . . , Fn pairwise disjoint}.
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Both constructions show up in the proof of the topological Tverberg theorem. The p-fold pairwise
deleted join of the n-simplex σ n is isomorphic to the n + 1-fold join of a discrete space of p points:
(
σ n
)∗p
Δ(2)
∼= ([p])∗(n+1). (2)
In particular, the simplicial complex (σ n)∗pΔ(2) is n-dimensional, and (n − 1)-connected.
The chessboard complex Δm,n is deﬁned as the simplicial complex ([n])∗mΔ(2) . Its vertex set is the set
[n] × [m], and its simplices can be interpreted as placements of rooks on an n ×m chessboard such
that no rook threatens any other; see also Fig. 3. The roles of m and n are hence symmetric. Δm,n is
an (n − 1)-dimensional simplicial complex with (mn)n! maximal faces for m n. See also Fig. 3, every
maximal face corresponds to a placement of 3 rooks on a 3 × 5 chessboard. Having Eq. (2) in mind,
the chessboard complex Δn,p can be seen as a subcomplex of (σ n)
∗p
Δ(2) .
2.2. Nerve theorem
Another very useful tool in topological combinatorics is the nerve theorem, e.g. it can be used to
determine the connectivity of a given topological space, or simplicial complex. The nerve N(F) of a
family of sets F is the abstract simplicial complex with vertex set F whose simplices are all σ ⊂ F
such that
⋂
F∈σ F = ∅.
The nerve theorem was ﬁrst obtained by Leray [8], and it has many versions; see Björner [2] for a
survey on nerve theorems.
Theorem 7 (Nerve theorem). For k  0, let F be a ﬁnite family of subcomplexes of simplicial complex such
that
⋂G is empty or (k−|G|+1)-connected for all non-empty subfamilies G ⊂ F . Then the topological space
‖⋃F‖ is k-connected iff the nerve complex ‖N(F)‖ is k-connected.
Using Theorem 7 and induction, Björner, Lovász, Vrec´ica, and Živaljevic´ proved in [3] the following
connectivity result for the chessboard complex.
Theorem 8. The chessboard complex Δm,n is (ν − 2)-connected, for
ν := min
{
m,n,
⌊
1
3
(m + n + 1)
⌋}
.
2.3. G-spaces and equivariant maps
Let (G, ·) be a ﬁnite group with |G| > 1. A topological space X equipped with a (left) G-action via
a group homomorphism Φ : (G, ·) → (Homeo(X),◦) is a G-space (X, Φ). Here Homeo(X) is the group
of homeomorphisms on X , the product ◦ of two homeomorphisms h1 and h2 is their composition.
A continuous map f between G-spaces (X,Φ) and (Y ,Ψ ) that commutes with the G-actions of X
and Y is called a G-map, or an equivariant map. For x ∈ X the set Ox = {g x | g ∈ G} is called the orbit
of x. A G-space (X,Φ) where every Ox has at least two elements is called ﬁxed point free, i.e. no point
of X is ﬁxed by all group elements.
The spaces (σ n)∗qΔ(2) , Δq,n , and (Rn)
∗q
Δ are examples of Sq-spaces, where Sq is the symmetric group
on q elements. Sq acts on all three spaces via permutation of the q factors. For every subgroup H
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tion. In fact, (Rn)∗qΔ is a ﬁxed point free (Zp)r-space for prime powers q = pr , see for example Hell
[7, Lemma 5].
It is one of the key steps in the equivariant method to prove that there is no G-map between two
given G-spaces. It is suﬃcient to prove that there is no H-map between the H-spaces obtained via
restriction, for a subgroup H of G . In the proof of the topological Tverberg theorem for primes q in
the version of [9], this is shown for the subgroup Zq via a Zq-index argument.
A less standard tool from equivariant topology is due to Volovikov [12]. A cohomology n-sphere
over Zp is a CW-complex having the same cohomology groups with Zp-coeﬃcients as the n-
dimensional sphere Sn . The space (Rd)∗qΔ being homotopic to the (d + 1)(q − 1) − 1-sphere is an
example of a cohomology (d + 1)(q − 1) − 1-sphere over Zp , see for example Hell [7, Lemma 6].
Proposition 9 (Volovikov’s lemma). Set G = (Zp)r , and let X and Y be ﬁxed point free G-spaces such that Y
is a ﬁnite-dimensional cohomology n-sphere over Zp and H˜ i(X,Zp) = 0 for all i  n. Then there is no G-map
from X to Y .
It is the key result in [12] to obtain Theorem 1 for prime powers q.
2.4. On Tverberg and Birch partitions
For Theorems 5 and 6, we have to review some recent results for the aﬃne setting of Tverberg’s
theorem. A set of points in Rd is in general position if the coordinates of all points are independent
over Q. We have chosen this quite restrictive deﬁnition of general position for the sake of its brevity,
see also [11] for a less restrictive deﬁnition. We need the following reformulation of Lemma 2.7 from
Schöneborn and Ziegler [11].
Lemma 10. Let X be a set of (d + 1)(q − 1) + 1 points in general position in Rd. Then a Tverberg partition
consists of :
• Type I: One vertex v, and (q − 1) many d-simplices containing v.
• Type II: k intersecting simplices of dimension less than d, and (q − k) d-simplices containing the intersec-
tion point for some 1< kmin{d,q}.
For d = 2, a type II partition consists of two intersecting segments, and q − 2 many triangles
containing their intersection point. For both types, the vertex respectively the intersection point is a
Tverberg point.
Let X be a set of k(d+ 1) points in Rd for some k 1. A point p ∈ Rd is a Birch point of X if there
is a partition of X into k subsets of size d + 1, each containing p in its convex hull. The partition of
X is a Birch partition for p. Let Bp(X) be the number of Birch partitions of X for p. If p is not in the
convex hull of X , then clearly Bp(X) = 0.
A Tverberg partition of a set of (d + 1)(q − 1) + 1 points in Rd is an example of a Birch partition:
For a type I partition, one of the points of this set is the Tverberg point. This point plays the role
of the point p, and the remaining (q − 1)(d + 1) points are partitioned into q − 1 subsets of size
d + 1. For a type II partition, the intersection point is the Tverberg point which plays the role of the
point p, and the remaining points are again partitioned into subsets of size d + 1. Now Theorem 4
follows from the following result from Hell [5].
Theorem 11. Let d 1 and k 2 be integers, and X be a set of k(d + 1) points in Rd in general position with
respect to the origin 0. Then the following properties hold for B0(X):
(i) B0(X) is even.
(ii) B0(X) > 0 ⇒ B0(X) k!.
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Fig. 5. Maximal simplex of (σ N )∗qΔ(2) encoding a Tverberg partition.
3. Proof of Theorem 3
Fig. 4 shows all known elementary constraint graphs for q = 5, except for cycles on more than
four vertices. In general, intersection graphs are disjoint unions of elementary constraint graphs in
the 1-skeleton of σ N . For q = 2, there are no constraint graphs. For q = 3, a single edge K2 is the only
elementary constraint graph.
Proof of Theorem 3. Set N := (d + 1)(q − 1), and let q > 2 be of the form pr for some prime number
p. As in the proof of topological Tverberg theorem in the version of [9], we consider the space K :=
(σ N )
∗q
Δ(2) as conﬁguration space. It models all possible partitions of the vertex set into q blocks:
A maximal simplex of K encodes a (Tverberg) partition as shown in Fig. 5, and it can be represented
as a hyperedge using one point from each row of K.
Remember that ‖K‖ is N − 1-connected. In the original proof of Theorem 1, the assumption that
there is no Tverberg partition for f leads to the existence of a (Zp)r-map f q : ‖K‖ → (Rd)∗qΔ . However,
there is not such a map due to Volovikov’s Lemma 9. Hence a Tverberg partition exists for f .
In the following, we construct for each graph a good subcomplex L of K such that:
(i) L is invariant under the (Zp)r-action, and
(ii) conn(L) N − 1.
Here good means that L does not contain any of Tverberg partitions using an edge of our graph. As
in the subsequent paragraph, the assumption that there is no Tverberg partition leads to a (Zp)r-map
f q : ‖L‖ → (Rd)∗qΔ . Finally Volovikov’s Lemma 9 implies a contradiction, and so that there is a Tverberg
partition not using any edge of our graph. Hence, our graph is a constraint graph.
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Our construction of good subcomplexes is based in its simplest case—for K2—on the following
observation:
If two points i and j end up in the same partition set, then the maximal face representing this
partition uses one of the vertical edges between the corresponding rows i and j in K.
To prove the K2 case, we have to come up with a subcomplex L that does not contain maximal
simplices using vertical edges between rows i and j. Let L be the join of the chessboard complex Δ2,q
on rows i and j, and the remaining rows. Fig. 6 shows this construction of L for q = 3 and d = 2. The
chessboard complex Δ2,q does not contain any vertical edges. Moreover, L is (Zp)r-invariant as only
the orbit of the vertical edges is missing. For the connectivity of L see the next paragraph.
(i) Construction of L for complete graphs Kl: Let i1, i2, . . . , il be the corresponding rows of K.
L must not contain any maximal faces with vertical edges between any two of these rows. The chess-
board complex on these rows is such a candidate. Let L be the join of the chessboard complex Δl,q
on the corresponding l rows, and the remaining rows:
L = Δl,q ∗
([q])∗(N+1−l).
The subcomplex L is closed under the (Zp)r-action. Using Theorem 8 on the connectivity of the
chessboard complex, and inequality (1) on the connectivity of the join, we obtain:
conn(L) conn(Δl,q) + conn
(([q])∗(N+1−l))+ 2
 conn(Δl,q) + N − l + 1
 N − 1.
In the last step, we use that Δl,q is (l − 2)-connected for 2l < q + 2.
(ii) Construction of L for complete bipartite graphs K1,l: We ﬁrst construct an (Zp)r-invariant
subcomplex Cl,q on the corresponding l + 1 rows. For this, let i be the row that corresponds to the
vertex of degree l, and j1, j2, . . . jl be the corresponding rows to the l vertices of degree 1. Let Cl,q be
the maximal induced subcomplex of K on the rows i, j1, j2, . . . , jl that does not contain any vertical
edges starting at a vertex of row i. Then Cl,q is the union of q many complexes L1, L2, . . . , Lq , which
are all of the form of cone([q − 1]∗l). Here the apex of Lm is the mth vertex of row i for every
m = 1,2, . . . ,q. In Fig. 7, the maximal faces of the complex L3 are shown for q = 4, and l = 2.
Let L be the join of the complex Cl,q and the remaining rows of K:
L = Cl,q ∗
([q])∗(N−l).
Now L is good and (Zp)r-invariant by construction. Let us assume
conn(Cl,q) l − 1 (3)
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Fig. 8. Recursive deﬁnition of D2l,5.
for 1< l < q − 1. The connectivity of L is then shown as above:
conn(L) conn(Cl,q) + conn
(([q])∗(N−l))+ 2
 conn(Cl,q) + N − l
 N − 1.
We prove assumption (3) in Lemma 12 below.
(iii) Construction of L for paths Pl on l + 1 vertices: We construct recursively a good subcomplex
L on l + 1 rows such that conn(L) l − 1. The case l = 1 is covered in the proof of (i) so that we can
choose L to be the complex D2,q := Δ2,q . For l > 1, choose L to be the complex Dl,q which is obtained
from Dl−1,q in the following way: Order the corresponding rows i1, i2, . . . , il+1 in the order they occur
on the path. Take Dl−1,q on the ﬁrst l rows. A maximal face F of Dl−1,q uses a point in the last row
il in column j, for some j ∈ [q]. We want Dl,q to be good so that we cannot choose any vertical
edges between row il and il+1. Let Dl,q be deﬁned through its maximal faces: All faces of the form
F unionmulti {k} for k = j. Let Dkl,q be the subcomplex of all faces Dl,q ending with k. Then Dl,q =
⋃q
k=1 D
k
l,q . In
Fig. 8 the recursive deﬁnition of the complex D2l,5 is shown. The complex is (Zp)
r-invariant, and the
connectivity of Dl,q
conn(Dl,q) l − 1
is shown in Lemma 13 below using the decomposition
⋃q
k=1 D
k
l,q .
(iv) Construction of L for cycles Cl on l vertices: Choose L to be the complex El,q obtained from
Dl−1,q on l rows by removing all maximal simplices that use a vertical edge between ﬁrst and last
row. The following result on the connectivity of El,q is shown in Lemma 14 below:
conn(El,q) l − 2.
(v) Construction of L for disjoint unions of constraint graphs: For every graph component construct
a complex on the corresponding rows as above. Let L be the join of these subcomplexes, and of the
remaining rows. Then L is a good (Zp)r-invariant subcomplex by the similar arguments as above. The
connectivity of L follows analogously from inequality (1) on the connectivity of the join. 
Remark. Fig. 11 comes with an example of a conﬁguration of seven points in the plane showing
that P2 = K1,2 is not a constraint graph for q = 3. This conﬁguration is the outcome of a computer
program, see [6, Chapter 4] for details. The same program produced many planar point conﬁgurations
showing that C4 is not a constraint graph for q = 4.
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The following three lemmas provide the connectivity results needed in the proof of Theorem 3.
Their proofs are similar: Inductive on l, and Theorem 7 is applied to the decompositions of the corre-
sponding complexes that were introduced in the proof of Theorem 3.
Lemma 12. Let q > 2, d 1, and set N = (d+1)(q−1). Let Cl,q be the above deﬁned subcomplex of (σ N )∗qΔ(2)
for 1 l < q − 1. Then
conn(Cl,q) l − 1.
Proof. In our proof, we use the decomposition of Cl,q into subcomplexes L1, L2, . . . , Lq from above.
The nerve N of the family L1, L2, . . . , Lq is a simplicial complex on the vertex set [q]. The inter-
section of t many Lm1 , Lm2 , . . . , Lmt is [q − t]∗l for t > 1 so that the nerve N is the boundary of the
(q − 1)-simplex. Hence N is (q − 3)-connected.
Let us look at the connectivity of the non-empty intersections
⋂t
j=1 Lm j . For t = 1, every Lm is
contractible as it is a cone. For 1< t < q− 1, the space [q− t]∗l is (l− 2)-connected, and for t = q− 1
the intersection is non-empty, hence its connectivity is −1. All non-empty intersections ⋂tj=1 Lm j are
thus (l − t)-connected. The (l − 1)-connectivity of Cl,q immediately follows from the nerve theorem
using q > 2, and l < q − 1. 
Lemma 13. Let q > 3, d 1, and set N = (d+1)(q−1). Let Dl,q be the above deﬁned subcomplex of (σ N )∗qΔ(2)
for l N. Then
conn(Dl,q) l − 1.
Proof. In our proof, we use the decomposition of Dl,q into subcomplexes D1l,q, D
2
l,q, . . . , D
q
l,q from
above. We prove the following connectivity result by an induction on l 1:
conn
(⋃
j∈S
D jl,q
)
 l − 1 for any ∅ = S ⊂ [q]. (4)
Let l = 1, then D1,q =⋃ j∈[q] D j1,q is the chessboard complex Δ2,q which is 0-connected for q > 2.
The union of complexes Di1,q is a union of contractible cones which is 0-connected. For l  2, look
at the intersection of t > 1 many complexes Dil,q . Let T ⊂ [q] be the corresponding index set of size
1< t < q − 1, and T¯ its complement in [q]. Then their intersections are
⋂
j∈T
D jl,q =
⋃
j∈T¯
D jl−1,q, (5)
⋂
j∈[q]\{k}
D jl,q = Dkl−1,q ∪ Dkl−2,q, and (6)
⋂
j∈[q]
D jl,q =
⋃
j∈[q]
D jl−2,q. (7)
The nerve N of the family D1l,q, D2l,q, . . . , Dql,q is a simplicial complex on the vertex set [q]. The nerve
is the (q − 1)-simplex, which is contractible.
For l = 2, let us apply the nerve theorem. For this, we have to check that the non-empty inter-
section of any t  1 complexes is (2 − t)-connected. Every D j2,q is 1-connected as it is a cone. The
intersection of t = 2 many complexes is 0-connected for q > 3 by Eq. (5). Note that this is false for
q = 3. The intersection of t = 3 many complexes is non-empty.
For l = 3, we have to show that the non-empty intersection of any t complexes is (3−t)-connected.
Every D j3,q is 2-connected as it is a cone. The intersection of t < q−1 many complexes is 1-connected
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by Eq. (5). The intersection of t = q − 1 many complexes is a union of two cones due to Eq. (6). The
intersection of these two cones is:
Dk2,q ∩ Dk1,q = [q] \ {k},
which is non-empty. Using the nerve theorem, we obtain for their union:
conn
(
Dk2,q ∪ Dk1,q
)
 0 3− (q − 1) for q 4.
The intersection of t = q 4 many complexes is non-empty by Eq. (7).
Let now l > 3, we apply again the nerve theorem to obtain inequality (4). It remains to check
that the non-empty intersection of any t complexes is (l − t)-connected. The complex D jl,q is (l − 1)-
connected as it is a cone for every j ∈ [q]. The intersection of any 1 < t < q − 1 complexes is (l − 2)-
connected by Eq. (5) and by assumption. The intersection of t = q − 1 many complexes is a union of
two cones due to Eq. (6). The intersection of these two cones is:
Dkl−1,q ∩ Dkl−2,q =
⋃
j∈[q]\{k}
D jl−3,q,
which is (l − 4)-connected by assumption. Using the nerve theorem, we obtain for their union:
conn
(
Dkl−1,q ∪ Dkl−2,q
)
 l − 3 l − (q − 1) for q 4.
The intersection of q many complexes is (l − 3)-connected by Eq. (7) and by assumption. 
Lemma 14. Let q > 4, d 1, and set N = (d+1)(q−1). Let El,q be the above deﬁned subcomplex of (σ N )∗qΔ(2)
for l N + 1. Then
conn(El,q) l − 2.
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 13. The case l = 3 has already been settled in
the proof of case (i) of Theorem 3. The cases l = 4,5 are analogous for q  5, but need some tedious
calculations. Observe that the inductive argument in the proof of Lemma 13 also works for El,q , which
was obtained from Dl−1,q by removing some maximal faces.
Let us describe the differences to the proof of Lemma 13. We consider the decomposition
E1l,q, E
2
l,q, . . . , E
q
l,q of El,q . Here E
i
l,q is the complex that is obtained from D
i
l−1,q by removing all maxi-
mal faces that contain the ith vertex of the ﬁrst row. In Fig. 9 the complex E1l,5 is shown: Any face of
D1l−1,q containing one of the broken edges is removed.
The intersection of this family is non-empty, in fact:
q⋂
Eil,q = Dl−4,q for q 5. (8)i=1
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⋂q
i∈{1,2} E
i
l,5 =
⋃
i∈{3,4,5} D˜
i,{1,2}
l−2,5 .
Thus its nerve is a simplex. Using the nerve theorem it remains to show that the intersection of t  1
complexes is (l − 2 − t + 1)-connected. For t = 1, the complex Eil,q is a cone. For t = q, this follows
from Eq. (8). For 1< t < q, this follows as in the proof of Lemma 13 from the equations:
⋂
i∈[q]\{k}
Eil,q = D˜k,[q]\{k}l−2,q ∪ D˜k,[q]\{k}l−3,q , and (9)
q⋂
i∈T
Eil,q =
⋃
i∈T¯
D˜ i,Tl−2,q for T ⊂ [q] and 1< |T | < q − 1, (10)
where D˜i,Sl,q is the following subcomplex of D
i
l,q for S ⊂ [q]: Delete all faces that contain a vertex in S
of the ﬁrst row. In other words D˜i,{i}l,q = Eil+1,q , see also Fig. 10 for Eq. (10). There any face containing
a broken edge is deleted from Dil,q .
Using again the nerve theorem, one then shows the necessary connectivity results for Eqs. (9)
and (10). This can be done for q 5, inductively on l 5:
conn
(
D˜k,[q]\{k}l−2,q ∪ D˜k,[q]\{k}l−3,q
)
 l − 4,
and for T ⊂ [q], 1< |T | < q − 1:
conn
(⋃
i∈T¯
D˜ i,Tl−2,q
)
 l − 3 and conn
(⋃
i∈T
D˜i,Tl−2,q
)
 l − 3. 
5. On the number of Tverberg partitions
In this section, we start with the proof of Theorem 5. In the proof we apply Theorem 3 on Tverberg
partitions with constraints. Using a similar approach, we then settle Sierksma’s conjecture for d = 2
and q = 3.
Having Theorem 11 in mind, we rise the following question:
Is there a non-trivial lower bound for the number of Tverberg points?
In general, the answer is NO. Sierksma’s well-known point conﬁguration has exactly one Tverberg
point which is of type I. This together with Theorem 11 leads to the term (q− 1)! in the lower bound
of Theorem 5. But under the assumption that there are no Tverberg points of type I, we obtain a
non-trivial lower bound for the number of Tverberg points. The constant cd,q is in fact a lower bound
for the number of Tverberg points, assuming that there is none of type I. The factor (q− d)! is due to
the fact that we cannot predict what kind of type II partition shows up.
Proof of Theorem 5. Let X be a set of (d + 1)(q − 1) + 1 points in Rd , and p1 is a Tverberg point
which is not of type I. The Tverberg point p1 is the intersection point of
⋂k
i=1 conv(F 1i ), where k ∈{2,3, . . . ,d}. Choose an edge e1 in some Fi , and apply Theorem 3 with constraint graph G1 = {e1}.
Then there is a Tverberg partition that does not use the edge e1 so that there has to be second
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Tverberg point p2. Now add another edge e2 from the corresponding F 2i to the constraint graph G1,
and apply again Theorem 3 with constraint graph G2 = {e1, e2}. Hence there is another Tverberg point
p3 and so on. This procedure depends on the choices of the edges, and whether Gi is still a constraint
graph.
Fig. 11 shows an example for d = 2 and q = 3: A set of seven points in R2. There are exactly four
Tverberg points—highlighted by small circles—in this example. A constraint graph—drawn in broken
lines—can remove only three among them.
Constraint graphs for q are also constraint graphs for the subsequent prime power q′ so that our
constant cd,q is weakly increasing in q. The constant cd,q also depends on d as the simplex σ (d+1)(q−1)
grows in d.
It remains to prove c2,3 > 3. For this, suppose we have three Tverberg partitions of type II for the
set {a,b, c,d, e, f , g} of seven points in R2.
If some edge, e.g. {a,b}, belongs to two partitions, we could ﬁnd an edge in the third partition
disjoint with {a,b}. The union of these two edges is a constraint graph.
If no edge belongs to two partitions, we have up to permutation the Tverberg partitions
{a,b, c}, {d, e}, { f , g} and {a,d, f }, {b, e}, {c, g}and the third partition could be either {a, e, g}, {b,d},
{c, f } or {b,d, g}, {a, e}, {c, f }. In the former case the constraint graph {b, c}, {d, f }, {e, g} contains an
edge from every partition, and shows that there has to be a fourth Tverberg partition. In the later
case, the same is true for the graph {b, c}, {a, f }, {d, g}. 
Up to now, we have not been able to determine the exact value of cd,q for d > 2 or q > 3, as
there are just too many conﬁgurations to look at. A similar—in general smaller—constant exists in the
setting of the topological Tverberg theorem.
5.1. On Sierksma’s conjecture
For d = 2 and q = 3, Theorem 5 settles Sierksma’s conjecture for sets having no type I partition.
c2,3 = 4 = ((q − 1)!)d implies that there are at least four different Tverberg partitions. It remains to
show Sierksma’s conjecture for planar set of seven points having (i) only type I partitions, and (ii) for
sets with both partition types.
Proof of Theorem 6. Case (i). There is at least one Tverberg point coming with two partitions due to
Theorem 11. It remains to show that there is one more Tverberg partition, as evenness implies the ex-
istence of the missing fourth one. Let v be the Tverberg point so that {v}, {a,b, c}, {d, e, f } forms one
of the two Tverberg partitions. Then the other Tverberg partition is of the form {v}, {a,b,d}, {c, e, f }.
Choosing for example the edge {a,b} as constraint graph completes our proof. This is not the only
possible choice for G .
Case (ii). There is again at least one Tverberg point v coming with two partitions of type I:
{v}, {a,b, c}, {d, e, f } and {v}, {a,b,d}, {c, e, f }. The edge {a,b} belongs to both of these partitions.
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any edge from the third set of this partition. It is disjoint with the edge {a,b}, and together with it
forms the constraint graph showing that there has to be a fourth Tverberg partition. 
6. Final remarks
Let us end with a list of problems on possible extensions of our results. The ﬁrst problem aims in
the direction of ﬁnding similar good subcomplexes. The second problem asks whether it is possible
to show the Tverberg theorem with constraints for aﬃne maps, independent of the fact that q is
a prime power. Moreover, we conjecture that this method can be adapted to the setting of the colorful
Tverberg theorem.
Problem. Determine the class CGq,d of constraint graphs. Find graphs that are not constraint graphs.
Which of the constraint graphs are maximal?
Show that cycles Cl are constraint graphs for q = 4, and l 5.
Problem. Identify constraint graphs for arbitrary q 2, especially for aﬃne maps.
Problem. Find good subcomplexes in the conﬁguration space (Δ2q−1,q)∗d+1 of the colored Tverberg
theorem to obtain a lower bound for the number of colored Tverberg partitions, and a colored Tver-
berg theorem with constraints.
Here a good subcomplex (Δ2q−1,q)∗d+1 is again (Zp)r-invariant, and at least ((d + 1)(q − 1) − 1)-
connected. Constructing good subcomplexes in this setting requires more care than for the topological
Tverberg theorem. One possibility to construct good subcomplexes is to identify d + 1 many (Zp)r-
invariant subcomplexes Li in the chessboard complex Δ2q−1,q such that
d+1∑
i=1
conn(Li) (d + 1)(q − 3) + 1.
The join of the Li ’s is then a good subcomplex in (Δ2q−1,q)∗d+1. Looking at the proof for the con-
nectivity of the chessboard complex, and studying Δ2q−1,q for small q via the mathematical software
system polymake [4], suggests that one obtains subcomplexes Li by removing a non-trivial number of
orbits of maximal faces.
The last problem was suggested to me by Gábor Simonyi.
Problem. Identify constraint hypergraphs.
Here a constraint hyperedge is a set of at least 3 vertices. All vertices cannot end up in the same
block, but any subset can. Forbidding a hyperedge of n vertices is therefore weaker than forbidding a
complete graph Kn .
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